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ABSTRACT
Recent work has revealed that social support cues are powerful inhibitors of the fear response. They are endowed
with a unique combination of inhibitory properties, enabling them to both inhibit fear in the short term and reduce fear
in the long term. While these ﬁndings had previously been thought to suggest that social support cues belong to a
category of prepared safety stimuli, mounting evidence clearly shows that the mechanisms underlying safety
signaling cannot account for the unique effects of social support cues. Here, we propose a reclassiﬁcation of social
support cues as members of a prepared fear suppressor category. We present an argument for the prepared fear
suppressor classiﬁcation, discuss potential mechanisms underlying the unique effects of prepared fear suppressors,
and outline next steps to build an understanding of this category and its clinical implications. This review is meant to
serve as a roadmap for exploring this novel category of prepared fear suppressors, whose never-before-seen range of
inhibitory effects makes them an important and impactful discovery with implications for both fear learning theory and
clinical application.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biopsych.2021.11.017

Although there is little doubt that loved ones provide us with a
powerful sense of protection, only recently have investigations
begun to explore the impact of close social ties on the ways in
which fears are learned. Speciﬁcally, images of social support
ﬁgures, one type of social support cue, have been shown to
not only inhibit the fear response while present but also lead to
lasting fear inhibition even after being removed, a combination
of effects never before seen in a fear inhibitor (1–3). Initially,
these properties were interpreted to indicate that these social
support cues belonged in a category of prepared safety
stimuli, cues that have historically signaled safety and are thus
less easily associated with fear (1,4). However, given
increasing evidence that the mechanisms underlying safety
signaling cannot entirely explain the effects of social support
cues (2,3), a revision of this classiﬁcation is required.
We suggest placing social support cues in a new category
of prepared fear suppressors—a novel classiﬁcation that encompasses the unique inhibitory properties found for images
of social support ﬁgures. Importantly, by unyoking social
support cues from the safety label, we hope to reframe understanding of social support cues or other undiscovered
prepared fear suppressors as a new class of cues that are
distinct from other known inhibitors, such as safety signals
(5–8), owing to their ability to uniquely mitigate both short-term
and long-term fear. Prepared fear suppressors represent an
important advance in the fear conditioning literature that may
have substantial implications for clinical practice, such as
reducing the harmful fears associated with disorders such as
anxiety or posttraumatic stress disorder.

This review details the ways in which social support cues
act as prepared fear suppressors and outlines a roadmap for
exploring this new category. First, we review the unique
properties of social support cues, highlighting where their effects diverge from those of known inhibitors. Then, we propose
a potential model of the origins and pathways that lead to
these effects. Finally, we identify next steps to test this model
and more thoroughly probe the prepared fear suppression
category.

REVIEW OF FEAR INHIBITION
When a cue becomes associated with a certain outcome, the
presentation of the cue comes to elicit a response in preparation for that outcome, a process described as excitation (6).
Inhibition is the contrasting process by which these excitatory
responses are suppressed (6–8). In the case of fear, inhibition
would be measured as a suppression of the fear response
typically elicited by a certain cue, context, or event.
To highlight the unique inhibitory properties of social support cues during fear learning, it is important to place their
effects in context. Therefore, we will ﬁrst review processes that
lead to short-term fear inhibition, the ability of certain cues to
lead to acute suppression of fear responding while they are
present during fear learning. Next, we will review processes
that lead to long-term fear reduction, the ability of certain cues
to lead to persistent suppression of fear responding after their
removal. The ability of social support cues to successfully
engage both of these processes is unique and may rely on
discrete mechanisms. Therefore, for each section we offer a
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separate interpretation of the divergent effects of social support cues and potential underlying mechanisms.

Short-term Fear Inhibition
Safety signaling is perhaps the most widely known type of
short-term fear inhibition. As opposed to the colloquial
meaning of safety, which implies comfort or security, here we
are referring to the Pavlovian deﬁnition of safety, or the predicted absence of a speciﬁc aversive outcome (7,8). Thus, a
safety signal is a cue that has been learned to indicate this
absence and is therefore able to inhibit fear by reducing the
predicted occurrence of that outcome. The most powerful type
of safety signals are able to inhibit fear during the retardationof-acquisition test, in which a cue resists becoming associated
with fear during a fear acquisition procedure, and the summation test, in which a cue impedes the fear response elicited
by another already feared cue (7). However, while safety signals are robust inhibitors, they are limited in that they must be
learned, can only perform their inhibitory functions while present, and can only do so in the speciﬁc context and for the
speciﬁc aversive events with which they have been trained
(7,8).
Interestingly, safety signals are not the only cues that are
able to pass the retardation-of-acquisition and summation
tests. Appetitive cues, cues that signal the occurrence of a
reward (e.g., a light paired with food), are also able to resist
becoming associated with fear and inhibit the fear response
(9,10). Appetitive and aversive systems are thought to work in
opposition to one another (11–14), enabling cues that signal
expected reward to compete with, and reduce, aversive expectations, reducing aversive processes while they are present. However, whereas appetitive cues are not limited to
inhibiting fear for speciﬁc aversive events as safety signals are,
similar to safety signals, they also require learning (to be
associated with reward) and may only inhibit fear in the speciﬁc
contexts in which they were trained (15).
Social support cues, or reminders of those we feel most
supported by, also have inhibitory effects during fear learning
(see Table 1 for comparison of short-term fear inhibition effects). Speciﬁcally, ﬁndings from our group have shown that
similar to safety signals and appetitive cues, images of social
support ﬁgures are less easily associated with fear, passing the
retardation-of-acquisition test (1), and inhibit the fear response
elicited by already feared cues, passing the summation test
(1,2). Moreover, other types of reminders have similar effects
during fear learning, suggesting that social support cues may
take many forms. Thus, mental imagery of close others reduces fear acquisition in humans (16) and the presence of
conspeciﬁcs reduces conditional fear responding and enhances fear extinction in animals (17–22). Yet, none of these
social support cues share the limitations of the other known
inhibitors discussed here. Speciﬁcally, they require no speciﬁc
Pavlovian safety or appetitive training to enact these effects,
and they are able to do so for novel aversive events in novel
contexts (1,2,16–22) (while effects remained consistent across
studies, the human examinations of these effects used small
sample sizes, so more work is needed).
These divergent properties of social support cues may be
based on their relevance for survival and the rich relationship

history that is experienced with a supportive other. Indeed,
social support ﬁgures provide protection, security, and
resources—all critical for mammalian survival—and a strong
body of research has demonstrated that social bonds afford
beneﬁts in the face of threat by reducing physiological and
psychological stress in a process known as social buffering
(see the Supplement for a discussion of this phenomenon).
Importantly, although social buffering can be used to describe
any threat-reducing effects of social ties (e.g., reduced pain/
stress/fear/cortisol), here, we focus on the mechanisms underlying the ability of social support cues to speciﬁcally affect
fear learning processes, as has been demonstrated in animals
(17–22) and humans (1–3,16). In this fear learning context,
instead of lessening threat expectation by signaling the
absence of threat, as safety signals do, or competing with
threat expectation by signaling expected reward, as appetitive
cues do, social support cues may simply signal access to resources and care should a harmful event occur, increasing
perceptions of one’s ability to cope with the event and buffering against its expected impact without altering the expectation of its occurrence. Thus, it may be that social support
cues inhibit fear by altering perceptions of the ability to cope
with an aversive event, devaluing the anticipated impact or
aversiveness of the event but leaving expectations of its
occurrence intact (discussed below).

Long-term Fear Reduction
Multiple processes inﬂuence fear learning outcomes and lead
to lasting reductions in fear responding, including those that
prevent acquisition of new fear associations and lessen or
weaken already formed fear associations.
There are several processes that can prevent fear from
being associated with a cue. For example, blocking, when a
cue previously associated with an aversive outcome is copresented with a novel cue during fear acquisition, prevents
fear from becoming associated with the novel cue. This occurs
because there is no surprise when the aversive outcome occurs, as it is perfectly predicted by the previously learned fear
cue, and it is this surprise that is needed to update predictions
and drive the formation of new fear associations (8,23–25). This
process is notable, for it engages underlying neurobiological
systems (i.e., opioid system) (23) in the same patterns as social
support processes (26), providing insight into the impact of
social support cues on fear learning.
There are also numerous processes that can lessen or
weaken already formed fear associations, such as fear
extinction, which involves repeated presentations of already
feared cues in the absence of the aversive outcomes with
which they are associated, leading to new learning that these
cues do not always predict threat (8,27). This process is
notable because it forms the basis for exposure therapies, the
most effective interventions to treat fear-related disorders to
date (28). Thus, fear extinction has not only been the target of
tests of social support cue effects but is highly relevant for
translating these effects from learning theory to clinical practice (see the Supplement for discussion of other long-term fear
reduction processes).
Although known inhibitors (safety signals, appetitive cues)
elicit short-term fear inhibition while present, they have harmful
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Table 1. Comparison of Short-term Fear Inhibition and Long-term Fear Reduction Effects, and Their Underlying Mechanisms, Across Known Inhibitors, Exciters,
and Prepared Fear Suppressors
Short-term Fear Inhibition
Type of Cue
Known Inhibitors

Known Exciter

Training Required

Retardation

Summation

Long-term Fear Reduction
Reduced Acquisition

Enhanced Extinction

Method of Action When Present
During Fear Learning

Yes

Yes
Conditioned inhibition
(7)a

Yes
Conditioned inhibition
(7)a

No
No
Superconditioning (30) Protection against
extinction (7,29)

Indicates absence of aversive
outcome, increasing aversive
prediction error during
acquisition and reducing
aversive prediction error during
extinction

Appetitive
conditioned
stimulus

Yes

Yes
Appetitive-aversive
interactions (13,14)a

Yes
Appetitive-aversive
interactions (13,14)a

No
Superconditioning
(10,31)

No
Protection against
extinction (10)

Increases appetitive expectation,
increasing aversive prediction
error during acquisition and
reducing aversive prediction
error during extinction

Concurrent
exciter

Yes

Yes
Fear association
already fully formed
(8)a

No
Fear response is
increased due to
additional fear cue
(8)

Yes
Blocking (23)a

Yes
Deepened extinction
(40,41)a

Increases aversive expectation,
decreasing aversive prediction
error during acquisition and
increasing aversive prediction
error during extinction

Noa

Yes (1)a

Yes (1,2)a

Yes (3)a

Yes (1,2)a

Noa

Yes (53)a

Yes (53)a

Untesteda

Yes (53)a

Simultaneous survival-relevant
pathways
1. Short-term fear inhibition:
devalues aversiveness of
expected outcome but does not
change aversive expectation.
2. Long-term fear reduction:
underlying opioid mechanisms
decrease aversive prediction
error during acquisition and
increase aversive prediction
error during extinctiona

Prepared Fear Suppressorsa Social support
cuesa
Physical
warmtha

Numbers in parentheses refer to supporting references for each type of demonstrated outcome or process.
a
The effects of prepared fear suppressors and other cases in which these same outcomes occur.

Prepared Fear Suppression

Safety signal
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effects on long-term fear reduction after their removal. Speciﬁcally, the very source of their inhibitory properties—the
ability to lessen expectation that an aversive event will
occur—results in changes to the calculations that drive fear
associations and prevents the reduction of long-term fear in
two ways (8,23). First, if these known inhibitors are present
during fear extinction, when an already feared cue is presented
in the absence of an aversive outcome, lowered aversive
expectation prevents new learning, such that no new association between the feared cue and absence of shock is
formed—a process known as protection from extinction
(7,10,29). Second, if these known inhibitors are present during
fear acquisition, when a separate conditional cue is being
paired with an aversive outcome (i.e., shock), lowered aversive
expectation results in more surprise when the shock does
occur, leading it to become even more robustly associated
with the conditional cue—a process known as superconditioning (9,10,30,31). Thus, known inhibitors not only
reduce fear extinction but also enhance fear acquisition. In
each case, when the inhibitor is removed, higher levels of fear
responding occur than if either acquisition or extinction had
been conducted in isolation, leading to increases, not reductions, in fear.
Interestingly, social support cues do not share these longterm effects (Table 1). When social support cues are paired
with conditional fear cues during fear acquisition or already
feared cues during fear extinction, an unexpected pattern of
effects emerges—social support cues not only inhibit fear in
the short term while they are present but also augment longterm fear reduction even after they are removed
(1–3,16,21,22). Speciﬁcally, in the work from our group, when
images of close others were co-presented with conditional fear
cues during fear acquisition, fear associations did not form
between conditional fear cues and aversive outcomes, such
that conditional fear cues did not elicit a fear response even
after the social support cue is removed (reduced acquisition)
(3), and recent work from another team has shown similar effects with mental imagery (16). In additional work from our
group, when images of social support ﬁgures (vs. neutral or
stranger images) were paired with already feared cues during
fear extinction, reductions in fear occurred to a greater degree,
such that no fear response occurred following their removal or
even 24 hours after removal during a procedure designed to
reinstate fear (enhanced extinction) (1,2), an effect also found
in animals when extinction is conducted in the presence of
conspeciﬁcs (21,22). This ability to elicit more robust extinction
of fear is of particular interest. While fear extinction is one of
the most effective methods of reducing fear, its effects are
often only temporary, with return of fear occurring over time
(32). This limitation extends to exposure therapies that are
based on extinction processes, contributing to the common
occurrence of relapse in patients with fear-related disorders
(28). Therefore, the potential of social support cues to enhance
fear extinction and reduce return of fear in the clinical context
is of major signiﬁcance.
While there is not yet enough information available to precisely determine the mechanism underlying these effects, information gathered thus far suggests several possibilities. One
possibility is that social support ﬁgures are processed as primary rewards, not signals of safety. However, while primary

rewards can weaken already held fears in a process called
counterconditioning (see the Supplement for discussion), as
with fear extinction, return of fear remains a problem, and the
presence of primary rewards does not prevent fear acquisition
(9,31). Thus, this mechanism would not support the ability of
social support cues to lead to long-term fear reduction (33).
Hence, social support cues cannot be entirely placed in the
safety category or the primary reward category, suggesting a
more nuanced explanation.
As with their short-term fear-inhibiting properties, the
divergent long-term fear-reducing properties of social support
cues may be rooted in the survival-enhancing role played by
close others throughout evolution, such that the need to
maintain social bonds may have co-opted other neurobiological systems already in place. Notably, these social connection
maintenance processes appear to rely heavily on the opioid
system, which primarily evolved to manage pain in response to
physical injury and thus plays a central role in the fear learning
processes that evolved to predict and prepare for potential
pain and harm (23,34). This system may have later been coopted by the social attachment system, which ensures social
connection by using the same opioid processes to signal the
pain of social disconnection and the pleasure of social
connection (26,35–37). Here, we will focus on this overlap and
the ability of social support cues to trigger endogenous opioid
release (other relevant overlaps are rooted in the dopaminergic, hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, and oxytocin systems, though evidence for these mechanisms is mixed: see the
Supplement).
Opioid activity plays a critical role in the error correction
calculations that support fear acquisition and extinction.
Released when an aversive event is expected, opioids provide
analgesia that reduces the aversiveness (pain) of the event
when it occurs, generating the negative feedback (expected
outcome minus experienced outcome) that drives expectation
change (8,23,38). As such, increasing opioid activity leads to
reduced acquisition (blocking) (39) and enhanced extinction
(deepened extinction) (40,41), whereas blocking opioid activity
leads to enhanced acquisition and reduced extinction
(40,42–44). Hence, while social support–driven opioid release
plays a reinforcing and buffering role with regard to social
connection, the increase in opioids may also have the effect of
mimicking fear expectation–driven analgesia (social support
cues reduce pain) (18,19), ultimately inﬂuencing error correction calculations.
Substantiating this view, the effects of social support cues
mirror those of other types of cues that increase opioid release.
Speciﬁcally, the presence of concurrent exciters, already
feared cues that increase expectation of an aversive outcome
and the corresponding expectation-driven opioid release,
prevent fear acquisition and enhance fear extinction (23,40,41),
just like social support cues. However, while concurrent exciters trigger opioid release by increasing aversive expectation
and fear, social support cues trigger opioid release by
signaling connectedness—a far more pleasant experience
(Table 1). It is notable that safety signals have the opposite
effect, reducing opioid analgesia during fear learning (45),
providing further evidence that social support cues are not
engaging safety mechanisms. Indeed, social support cues may
in fact mimic fear-driven opioid release during fear learning,
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(e.g., social-support cues elicit perceived access to protection and care)

(e.g., social-support cues trigger opioid release to reinforce maintenance of social bonds)

Figure 1. A proposed model of the two-pathway model for prepared fear suppression. This hypothesized model depicts the two pathways by which prepared fear
suppressors are able to simultaneously achieve inhibition of fear in the short term, described here as short-term fear inhibition, and reduction of fear in the long term,
described here as long-term fear reduction. In the case of social support cues, in particular, the central role of close others in providing protection and care: 1) enables
reminders of these individuals to reduce the aversive value of the outcome associated with a fear cue, resulting in retardation of acquisition and summation; and 2)
leads social processes to co-opt the endogenous opioid system to monitor and maintain social bonds, disrupting the error correction calculations that drive fear
learning and resulting in reduced fear acquisition and enhanced fear extinction.

resulting in reduced fear acquisition and enhanced fear
extinction. Although only hypothetical at this point, this
mechanism would fully explain the long-term fear-reducing
effects of social support cues.
It is important to note, however, that potential mechanisms
for the long-term fear-reducing effects of social support cues
(e.g., opioids) cannot be used to explain their short-term fearinhibiting abilities. Indeed, cues that increase release of opioids
(concurrent exciters) are unable to inhibit short-term fear
responding when they are present (and therefore fail the
summation test), as social support cues do. Thus, an opioid
argument cannot fully explain the range of social support cue
effects.

PREPARED FEAR SUPPRESSION MODEL
We believe that a new classiﬁcation, prepared fear suppressor,
is required to synthesize the before-unseen combination of
short-term fear inhibition and long-term fear reduction effects
displayed by social support cues. This novel category will
facilitate recognition of other stimuli that have this same
pattern of effects, which may have been previously overlooked
because they did not fall into the traditional categories of inhibitors. Here, we use evidence from explorations of social
support cues to outline this concept of prepared fear suppression, but anticipate that other stimuli with similar features,
speciﬁcally, those that are highly relevant for survival and resources, will also fall into this category. Thus, we put forward
that the importance of social ties for survival has enabled social support cues to inﬂuence fear via two separate pathways,

782

one leading to short-term fear inhibition and one leading to
long-term fear reduction (Figure 1).
We propose that short-term fear inhibition is achieved by
the ability of social support cues to reduce the aversive value,
not expected occurrence, of an outcome by signaling access
to protection and resources, essentially reducing the perceived
harmful impact of the event. This is best described as the
process of devaluation—when the value of the outcome
associated with a cue is altered, responses to that cue will
reﬂect this new value (e.g., if a disliked ﬂavor is associated with
a light, animals will avoid the light, but if the ﬂavor is trained to
become preferred, the animal will approach the light) (46),
without changing the degree to which the outcome is predicted to occur. In other words, the presence of social support
cues reduces the aversive value of the outcome, reducing its
perceived negative meaning and anticipated impact.
Because this route to short-term fear inhibition does not
alter the expectation that an event will occur, it does not
require speciﬁc training and is easily transferred from one type
of event to another (and, importantly, leaves fear expectations
intact for simultaneous long-term fear reduction). It is possible
that this pathway is, in part, designed to meet adaptive needs.
Speciﬁcally, by less easily becoming associated with fear
(retardation of acquisition), social support ﬁgures maintain their
afﬁliative and protective role even following threatening events.
Moreover, by inhibiting the fear response while present (summation), the presence of social support ﬁgures facilitates other
necessary processes, such as exploration, healing, and mating. Animal work has shown that in early developmental
stages, maintaining access to maternal care and social
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connection is critical (47), such that maternal presence reduces
fear learning and aversive responding (48–51). This enables
caregivers to engage in negative experiences required for
survival (e.g., roughly moving a pup out of danger) without their
young developing aversive associations to them. Similarly, the
human attachment literature emphasizes the role of caregivers
as a secure base that promotes learning and exploration in
young children (52). Therefore, it is possible that the short-term
fear inhibition pathway is a carryover of maternal/caregiver
relationship maintenance processes into adulthood that has
extended to include other types of close others.
We propose that long-term fear reduction is achieved by the
ability of social support cues to inﬂuence the opioid processes
that drive fear learning and ultimately reduce fear acquisition
and extinction. In contrast to the short-term fear inhibition
pathway, which appears to directly serve an adaptive purpose,
it is less clear whether the long-term fear reduction pathway is
adaptive or a secondary by-product of the opioid system—
critical for pain and fear processing—being co-opted for the
purposes of maintaining social attachment. Regardless, the
opioid pathways engaged to reinforce close relationships
overlap with those that play a central role in fear learning
processes, and this point of intersection provides a window
through which social support cues are able to inﬂuence fear
learning outcomes.
Importantly, the ability of social support cues to engage
short-term fear inhibition and long-term fear reduction appears
to be prepared, in the sense that no speciﬁc Pavlovian training
(i.e., no learning regarding the relationship between a cue and
a certain outcome) (7,8) is required, and these functions can be
applied to various and novel outcomes and contexts. This is
not to say that no prior experience or learning is involved.
Indeed, social support ﬁgures stem from a range of relationships (not just parental), and information about them certainly
must have been acquired. Thus, we are not implying that individuals are born with speciﬁc social support ﬁgures that are
prepared to inhibit fear. Instead, we suggest that individuals
have a schema, which dictates that close others who meet
certain criteria are able to protect against aversive experiences. We have previously described this as resulting in a
social support ﬁgure placeholder, into which a select group of
close others are able to ﬁt (4). However, who ﬁts into this
placeholder and how and when it forms have yet to be tested.
Further support for the idea that prepared fear suppressors
are critical for survival comes from evidence that similar to
social support cues, physical warmth, which is critical for
mammalian survival, also results in short-term fear inhibition
and long-term fear reduction (53). As discussed above, this
combination of effects is unique in fear learning, suggesting
that the corresponding effects of physical warmth and social
support cues are not random. Instead, based on their shared
historical importance for survival, not to mention their shared
engagement of the opioid system to reinforce their occurrence
(34–37), these corresponding effects likely reﬂect prepared fear
suppression. Although questions remain as to whether this role
is innate or acquired through early learning (similar to questions regarding the innate vs. learned nature of prepared fear
stimuli) (54), it appears to be rooted in survival relevance. Thus,
prepared fear suppressors may be a proxy for protection and

relief and, in the course of engaging their own maintenance
systems, may inadvertently interfere with fear learning processes, allowing them to both inhibit and reduce fear.

NEXT STEPS
Because of the novelty of the prepared fear suppressor category, there are more questions than answers as well as
exciting new directions to be pursued. Here, we outline three
that warrant immediate attention.
First, it is crucial to examine the route by which social
support ﬁgures become prepared fear suppressors. Specifically, what determines whether a close other is able to ﬁll the
social support ﬁgure placeholder? Examining whether ambivalent close others, who cause both pleasure and pain, serve as
prepared fear suppressors might illuminate the degree and
quality of support history required. Next, is this placeholder
innate or acquired? Examining whether individuals who experienced abuse from primary caregivers still show evidence of
using social support cues as prepared fear suppressors might
provide insight into the developed versus innate nature of the
social support placeholder. If these abused individuals do not
display prepared fear suppression effects, even with cues of
other nonabusive supportive close others, it would suggest
that the placeholder is shaped by early-life experiences.
However, if these individuals continue to display prepared fear
suppression effects, it would suggest that the placeholder was
not affected by early caregiver trauma. Animal work suggests
that abusive caregivers are still preferred (55), yet early-life
abuse leads to differential neural and psychological development (56) and reduced social buffering in the face of threat (57),
raising questions about how this early-life experience might
affect the social support placeholder.
Next, it is important to examine the mechanisms supporting
the short-term fear inhibition and long-term fear reduction
pathways. For short-term fear inhibition, this includes exploring
whether social support cues inhibit fear not by reducing
expectation that an aversive event will occur but by reducing
the anticipated harmful impact of the aversive event. In addition, evaluation is needed of whether the overlapping use of
the opioid system by both social support and fear learning
processes provides a point of intersection at which social
support cues are able to inﬂuence long-term fear reduction
outcomes.
Finally, given the relevance of this work for treating fearrelated disorders, it is imperative to examine the boundaries
of these effects in clinical populations. This is perhaps the
most important next step because the demonstrated effects of
social support cues hint that they may be especially useful for
augmenting exposure therapy treatments. Even with their
higher levels of success, exposure therapies are aversive to
complete, leading to dropout and relapse (27). Thus, by both
inhibiting fear in the moment and reducing fear in the long
term, social support cues may be uniquely poised to improve
treatment compliance and treatment outcomes. For example,
viewing an image of a close other during therapy might not
only reduce the aversiveness of completing exposure procedures, reducing dropout but also strengthen extinction
processes, reducing relapse. Thus, the inclusion of social
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support cues during exposure therapies may represent a lowcost, noninvasive, and easy-to-implement tool that can be
added to treatments. Yet, thus far, the effects of social support
cues have only been demonstrated in healthy individuals.
Given the demonstrated differences in fear learning in individuals with anxiety disorders (58), a test of whether social
support cues remain able to both inhibit and reduce fear in
those diagnosed with anxiety is necessary before beginning to
consider how social support cues might augment current
treatments.

CONCLUSIONS
Mounting evidence shows that social support cues are not
simply distinct safety or appetitive cues but rather an entirely
new category of cues that are prepared to suppress the fear
response. Whatever their underlying mechanisms, these prepared fear suppressors have a never-before-seen range of
inhibitory effects, making them an important and impactful
discovery with implications for fear learning theory and clinical
application.
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